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INFORMATION ABOUT AL:VIACA

The Association of Labor-Management Administrators and Consultants on

Alcoholism, Ine., is anon-profit national health organization of professionals involved

in occupational programming. Individual members direct or administer programs for all
types of employers —small business to major corporations, government at all levels,

public and private institutions and unions — or provide specialized consulting services

to establish, develop and operate progrart►s. Associate members include those persons

not qualified as individual members but who provide treatment or ere members of

allied health professions. Members work closely with labor organizations whose support
and cooperation, along with that of management, is considered essential to successful
programs. Student members include those enrolled in a degree program in alcoholism.

ALMACA is supported by individual and company or organizational memberships,

publications, fees for national conferences, advertising and contributions.

MEMBERSHIP

ALMACA, formed in 1971, has individual and corporate members throughout the
world, many of whom belong to its regional, state, county or metropolitan chapters.

Corporate members include Cry with thousands of employees es well as companies
with fewer than 100 workers. Some of the largest labor organizations are also
members or support the organization's work.

There are four types of membership: (1) Individual —those employed primarily to

develop, implement or administrate occupational alcoholism programs; (2) Associate —

those with an interest in the field but who do not meet criteria for individual
membership; (3) Student — those enrolled in courses leading to degrees in alcohol-
related disciplines; and (4) Organizational —firms, institutions or associations that want

ALMACA services and/or support its goals.

ACTIVITIES AND OBJECTIVES

As a national advocate for the field of occupational alcoholism, ALMACA:

• Works to advance the cause of occupational alcoholism programming to make
sure the interests of EAP professionals receive proper attention.

*Stimulates new occupational alcoholism programs and provides professional

identification for those who work in the field.

~ Acts as a forum for the interchange of ideas, as a central source of
information and spokesman for the field before legislative bodies,

i" management and labor and the general public.

t Seeks to improve the state-of-the-art of occupational programming through

research and development of program and professional standards for the ne w

profession.

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information about ALMACA and occupational alcoholism contact:

ALMACA, Inc.
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This publication has been developed by Aluminum Company of Tvr,erica
as a public service. It is intended for the use of any organization
which believes that the personal well-being and productivity of
men and women contributes to its success. It deals with helping
people.....people who suffer under the burden of alcoholism or other
human problems which destroy victim and job.

We are extremely proud of our Employee Assistance Program. It has
grown from rudimentary beginnings in 1963 to the present-day sophis-
ticated network of Employee Assistance and Alcoholism Programs. We
have always known, as a socially responsible employer, that having
a program available for employees and their families is the right
thing to do.

Today, we know the program to be cost-effective as well.

The information contained in this publication is simply an overview
and guide to Employee Assistance Programs rather than a formula for
program development or operation. It is our hope that making it
available will contribute to the continued progress and broader
adoption of Employee Assistance Programs.

~ALCOA

~y~~~
Charles W, Parry
President
Aluminum Company of America
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Human Problems
and the
Workplace

Alcoholism, drug abuse, stress, divorce,
mental illness, bankruptcy, grief,
suicide ...familiar terms, but somehow,
meaningless unless it happens to us or
someone close to us. And yet, the
chances that any individual can navigate
life from birth to death without facing a
serious personal problem are virtually
zero. Consider for a moment the
following:

• In excess of 40% of marriages will
end in divorce.

• 3-5% of adult Americans suffer
from chronic, psychologically crip-
pling forms of mental illness.

• 1 in 6 Americans will face the
psychological consequences of
being the victim of violent crime.

• In excess of 15% of the adult
population exhibit some potentially
serious symptom of stress (e.g.
high blood pressure)

• A minimum of 6% of those who
drink are, or will become, alcoholic.

• There are over 3,000,000 teenage
alcohol and drug abusers in the
U.S. today.

• The U.S. has one of the highest
suicide rates in the world.

• A large percentage of Americans
live beyond their financial means.
The rate of personal bankruptcy
andlor default is escalating.

Numbers, percentages ...each of which
represents people, usually someone's
employee or an employee's dependent.

If it were possible for employees to
segregate their personal problems from
their work~ife, or for employers to ensure
that individual productivity was unaf-
fected by personal situations, there
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would be no need for Employee
Assistance Programs (EAP). The simple
fact is that problems affect people, and
people affect productivity. This translates
into:

• Absenteeism 1 to 6 times an
acceptable norm.

• Safety Problems - 15% of on-the-
job accidents occur due solely to
personal factors (e.g. pre-
occupation).

• Escalating Health and Benefit
Costs - Troubled employees are ex-
cessive users of company health
and benefit plans, but are seldom
treated for the real problem.

The National Institute of Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism (NIAAA) in Alcohol and
Health, Fourth Special Report to
Congress, January 1981, placed the
annual cost to industry for alcoholism
alone at:

• Lost Production • 19.64 Billion
Dollars

Health and Medical - 12.75 Billion
Dollars

It is clear then that work organizations
have legitimate economic reasons to be
concerned. Coupled with a sense of per-
sonal concern for employees, an effective
response is possible ...The Employee
Assistance Program (EAP).

Responding to
Human Problems

Programs aimed at helping employees
with personal problems are not new.
Prior to the 1940's, however, most such
efforts were unofficial and without a
sense of potential benefit.

The founding of Alcoholics Anonymous
(A.A.), a self-help organization which
demonstrated that alcoholism was a
treatable disease, stimulated a number of
pioneering company physicians,
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managers and union officials to refer problem resolution, maintain the Communication Support Program - Program scope of operations, structural
known alcoholic employees to A.A. Suc- employee's dignity and confidentiality Utilization of various media and design, and organizational placement are
cess stories multiplied about employees and provide a return on investment is an training vehicles to ensure the critical issues in the long-term effective-
who formerly were considered "hopeless enviable accomplishment. Inherent in ~ program is consistently visible and Hess of an occupational program. These
drunks" returning to productive living. such programs are what we describe as understood at all levels of the issues should be carefully evaluated.

~~ the eight basic components of a organization. Included in this Generally, a program should fit the
Such success led to formal employer program: process should be regular contact organization and its people. The follow-
and/or union-sponsored programs by letter into employee homes. ing points may serve as a basis to
developed almost exclusively to aid the Policy Statement - A clearly worded examine these issues:
alcoholic employee. Employees with statement which defines what kind Training of Staff, Supervisors, and
alcohol-related job performance problems of problems are covered by the Union Officials - Program usage is, Scope of Operation -While some
were offered a chance for rehabilitation. program, how an employee can in large measure, a result of how programs focus almost exclusively

seek help, and a commitment to effectively management and labor on alcoholism, an EAP also deals
Programs continued to develop slowly in confidentiality within specified utilize their respective positions to with drug abuse and drug addic-
the 1940's and 50's. During the 1960's limits. It outlines the responsibility deal with performance problems or tion, psychological or psychiatric
and 70's these programs increased in of the employee, employer, and circumvent such problems before disorders, maritallfamily problems,
sophistication and number. Currently, union (if applicable), and provides a they occur whenever possible. legal or financial difficulties. Less
more than 5,000 work organizations have means to address performance pro- Training is essential and usually re- typically, a program may offer
some form of Employee Assistance blems as well as encouraging self- quires formal sessions as well as services relative to career, reloca-
Program. The predominant form of referrals. Ideally, the highest levels routine contact with all levels of tion, or retirement counseling while
program today is one that deals with a of management and labor should labor and management. some even serve an "ombudsman"
broad range of personal problems while endorse the policy. ' function to deal with internal
maintaining a strong focus on alcoholism Confidential Record Keeping problems. Determining the scope
(EAP). Procedures For Case Handling - System - Maintenance of case of operations is a preliminary and

The development of specific records in a secure place and cod- necessary first step in program for-
In addition to a growing sense of social methods to handle referrals from ed in such a manner to minimize mutation.
responsibility—the primary motivation for any source, define program any possibility of compromise.
many programs—there is an increasing parameters, protect information, Record keeping systems should Structural Design - Depending on
realization of the potential cost-benefits maintain client contact and allow for individual data to be used organization size, employee demo-
of such programs. Many companies distinguish between internal versus in aggregate form for evaluation graphics, geographic disbursement,
report return on program investment external (treatment) responsibilities. purposes. The maintenance of and management preference, five
ranging from 4 to 1 to as high as 16 to 1. records should be distinct from all models, each with its own vari-
Perhaps, however, the most significant Accountability - Procedures for other employee records and staff ations, are most common:
aspect of such programs is the current program management which are must operate in conformance to
emphasis on problem prevention, or, at consistent with management and federallstate law in obtaining or Full time Internal Staff -
the least, catching the problem early on labor interests, define staff roles, disclosing information. employed most often in large
before personal and monetary costs support sound business practices (3000 +)centralized work-
reach crisis proportions. This is clearly and facilitate program evaluation. Appropriate Insurance Coverage - forces.
the case in work organizations where a Benefit coverage should be consis-
program has earned the respect and Identification of Treatment tent with the scope of problems Part time Internal Staff -for
vocal support of both management and Resources - Investigation of quali- covered by the program. Frequent- smaller workforces (750 or
labor, as well as credibility with individual fled treatment providers for a wide ly, a viable program can offer less) utilizing a specifically-

' employees. range of human problems. Em- benefit modification ideas which trained existing employee.
phasis is placed on public and provide for adequate treatment of
private resources which, in addition employee problems and contribute Consortium - combination of

Employee Assistance to being clinically competent, are to health cost-containment multiple sites of one organi-

Programs In Theory desirous of working with program strategies. zation or single sites of multi-
staff toward expedient and cost- ple organizations utilizing an

Perhaps the soundest explanation of effective service delivery. external staff.

program proliferation other than its
positive impact on people with problems Regional -Full-time employee

~ has been the ability of a program to meld used as a "circuit rider" or

seemingly diverse interests in the overseeing local contracted
workplace toward a common purpose. personnel.

This ability to foster positive manage-
mentllabor relationships, promote
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• Contractual - Consolidation
of from one to all an organi-
zation's worksites under a
single national EAP
contractor.

There are advantages and disadvantages
to each model, but with careful planning,
an appropriate and viable program can be
established under most circumstances.

Organizational Placement - Proper
placement within an organization
can have tremendous bearing on
program effectiveness. While most
existing programs were originally
organized in personnel or medical
departments, they are not
necessarily a "natural" fit with any
existing department. The following
considerations should be taken in
account regarding placement:

• The program must be highly
visible and located in such a
way to promote a sense of
permanence and credibility.

• Placement should be con-
sistent with, and equivalent
to, other human resource
functions.

• Programs generally do not
attract referrals from organi-
zational levels higher than
their own.

In summary, an Employee Assistance
Program, from initial consideration to
implementation, is basically afour-step.
process.

Consideration
Knowledge of existing programs
Discussions of program utility
Analysis of need and expectations
Decision to investigate further

Scope of program desired
Review program components
Models and costs
Establish expectations
Develop timetables
Solicit (Inal endorsements

Implementation
Hire of contract

Develop policy and procedures, resources
Train

Promote awareness
Support organizationally

Operation
Manage clients

Develop long-range strategies
Conduct program evaluation

Maintain strengths
Correct weaknesses

Employee Assistance Programs Graphically, the program system looks

in Operation like this:

Now that a decision has been made to
establish a program, how does it really
work? To answer that, we need to look at

No Go a "typical" program in terms of its s~oe~~~so~
function and operation.

No po

In all respects, an Employee Assistance
Program is similar to any new product or
service. There will be a learning curve for
everyone involved within the organization
and appropriate adjustments should be
made when necessary to guarantee the
long-term success of the program.

Staff and Staff Functions - Whether
external or internal, program staff
usually have social science or
business degrees and a broad
understanaing of a wide range of
human problems. As counselors or
coordinators, they accept referrals
from many sources, conduct pre-
liminary evaluations, make referrals
for treatment, af~d monitor results.
As administrators, they maintain
case records and periodically con-
duct program evaluations. As
trainers, they provide the necessary
skills to people within the organi-
zation likely to make referrals and
to employee groups to encourage
early problem recognition and self-
referral. As consultants, they may
advise management on issues
related to benefits, human
resource, and labor relations
matters.

Program Operation -Staff time is
devoted mainly to dealing with
employees with problems. Most
programs extend the term
"employee" to include the
dependents, as well. Since a// re-
ferrals to the program are voluntary
(even where pertormance is in-
vo!ved), the staff utilizes extensive
human relations skills to help the
individual recognize the problem,
assess alternatives, and when
necessary, accept treatment.
Depending on the severity of the
situation and the circumstances of
the referral, this can be a long-term
process ...whatever it takes to get
the individual back on track
permanently.

Intake an0

AVENUES FOR HELP

Empbyee Wsntinp
Or Nesdinp Assistance

Family
Friends
Employees
Union
sen

Central

Coo~dinalor

R

Community Resources

.I Assessme~l Alter Care Job Pe~lormanCe

Treatment and Follow~Up Monitoring

To better understand the critical aspects
of a program in operation, IeYs take a
look at two fictitious (but very common)
cases, both of which appear, on the
surface, to be identical.

Jack, Age 47, Engineer with 20 years
seniority

Jack and his wife are seemingly
miles apart on everything. Having
raised two children, both of whom
are now gone, there doesn't seem
to be much to talk about anymore.
If you asked Jack or his wife in-
dividually what was wrong, both
would say, "He/she doesn't seem
to care about me anymore, or hear
what I say. We just don't communi-
cate." Recently, there have been
subtle hints that maybe a sepa-
ration might help. Jack knows his
company has a program, and out
of a total sense of frustration, calls
the coordinator. His work is fine,
but Jack has. reached his limit.

Karen, Age 31, Department Supervisor,
7 years seniority

• Bill, Karen's department head, is
worried and frustrated. More than
anyone else, he has been responsi-
ble for Karen's career growth within
the company, but since Karen was
promoted to supervisor two years
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Karen exhibits tremendous swings
in her mood, and as a result, her
employees are confused. Without
meaning to, Bill has overheard,
both at the office and at a com-
pany party, arguments between
Karen and her husband. Recently,
Karen has been absent frequently.
She always calls in, but, somehow
her excuses seem vague. Bill, as
Karen's supervisor and friend, has
talked with her on two occasions
about her behavior and per-
formance. Each time, she freely ad-
mitted to marital problems. Biil felt
uncomfortable, as if he were being
asked for advice. Both times, he
reminded her about the company's
program, but her response was, "I
can work it ouY'. Now, Bill's boss
has told him he's heard com-
plaints. Bill remembering the
program training session he
attended, calls the coordinator.

On the surface, both people have marital
problems, but in Karen's case, perfor-
mance has suffered as well, warranting
supervisory attention and action. While
the program coordinator will handle both
cases in much the same manner, there
are certain key differences.

Supervisory Consultation -There
will be no supervisory involvement
for Jack. He is aself-referral, and
unless he chooses to tell someone,
nobody in the company will know
that he is involved in the program.
In Karen's case, Bill, her supervisor,
should meet with the program co-
ordinator first to review the facts
and prepare for the necessary con-
frontation. They will go through a
process like this:

Poor Job Performance

~---

Idenlily & No Apparent Need

Document For Further Action

Need For Action

i

CoMronl Supervisor~Worker

Resolve Problem

`~ -
` Evaluation

Need For Further Action ~ Refer to EAP Treatment

-- Follow~Up

Corrective ~ Work Performance Correctetl

Discipline 7o Satisfactory Standards

Continuetl Work

Performance Deterioration

Discharge

Resolution Of Poor Job Perbnnance

When Bill is comfortable that he has the
proper documentation and can avoid
being personally "trapped" by his genu-
ine concern for Karen, he will confront
her on the basis of performance only.
Once Karen understands that Bill can no
longer be "talked ouY' of action and will
not tolerate a continuation of her poor
performance, she is likely to agree to talk
with the program coordinator. In this
case, she does, and Bill calls for an
appointment.

The Program Interview -Both Jack
and Karen meet separately with the
coordinator. Before they make any
disclosures, the coordinator reviews
the meaning of confidentiality and
explains what the program can and
can't do. In Karen's case, it is ex-
plained that because her perfor-
mance is involved, the coordinator

Both ara given whatever time they
need to review their situation. This
may take one or several meetings.
The coordinator works to discover
all the facts of each situation and
encourages the employee to view
help as a progressive step. Once
this process is completed, each is
referred to outside resources for
actual diagnosis and treatment.

Treatment - Whatever treatment is
rendered to Jack or Karen is pro-
vided by external pre-screened
resources who are highly com~e-
tent in their specialties. Wherever
possible, the provisions of their
employer's benefit plan is utilized,
but costs not covered must be paid
for by the employee. The program
coordinator keeps in touch with
both Jack and Karen about their
progress and with the resources
treating them. This is done through
signed release of information
forms. Neither Jack nor Karen
refused to sign the forms. Both felt
the continuing involvement with the
coordinator was important.

Outcome - In Jack's case, his wife
readily agreed to marriage counsel-
ing with him, and, in very few ses-
sions, both were seeing each other
as a couple again. After all those
years as parents, it took a little
help to redirect their focus on their
own relationship. Karen's case was
not quite so easy. In the course of
talking with the program coor-
dinator and her counselor, it
became clear that her husband had
a severe problem with alcohol.
Karen, however, has learned how to
deal with his alcoholism. Her per-
formance is now what Bill knew it
could be and when Karen's hus-
band is ready to admit his problem,
the program will help him too.

Unusual outcomes ...not at all. These

efforts of their employer. Not all situa-
tions end "happily ever after", but most
do.

An Employee Assistance Program is an
important investment by any work organi-
zation and it is legitimate to expect a
return on that investment. There are not,
as yet, universal standards for measuring
program effectiveness. The ability to
track variables differs significantly from
company to company. Depending on the
accuracy and sophistication of internal
records, it should be possible to examine
the pre and post responses of EAP
clients in such areas as:

• Absenteeism -full and part
day

• Safety •occupational ac-
cidents, injuries or violations

• Grievances
• Benefit plan utilization

Measuring cost effectiveness needs to be
tempered with an understanding of its
weaknesses:

• Duration - measurement of change
is a long-term process, not a one-
time reading.

• Sample Size - to seek out data on
self-referred clients can breach
confidentiality and, therefore,
should not be done.

• Prevention -many program clients
seek help before performance is
impaired. Avoidance of problems is
obviously cost effective, but dif-
ficult, if not impossible to measure.

• Program Maturity -there is proba-
bly little cost benefit to new (less
than 2 years) programs where ex-
penses are high, referral rates are
low, and the "worst" cases are
dealt with.



Despite ambiguity on what constitutes
cost effectiveness, it is clear from various
company results that Employee
Assistance Programs more than pay for
themselves. At Alcoa, the net savings on
absenteeism alone (reduced by 58%) in a
recent sample survey paid for the pro-
gram's operation completely at the
surveyed locations.

Subjectively, there is no way to place a
value on a job saved, a family put back
together, the gratitude of the employee
helped, or avoiding the loss of a life.
These are not a part of any annual
report, but they are a very real and satis-
fying return on the organization's invest-
ment.Managed properly, an Employee
Assistance Program can have a positive
influence on labor-management relation-
ships, turnover, productivity and the
sense of identity between employee and
employer.

Employee Assistance Programs have
proven their value in large industrial
organizations and labor unions. They are
equally applicable to smaller employers,
government and professional
organizations.

In this publication, we have described the
theory and operation of Employee
Assistance Programs. Whether your
motivations, as the reader, are economic,
humanitarian, or pragmatic, these pro-
grarr~s do work! cur experience has
amply demonstrated this to be true.

If you would like additional information
about Alcoa's program or information
about resources in your area that are

~ familiar with Employee Assistance
~' please write or call:

~~" Corporate Employee Assistance
Program
Aluminum Company of America
Post Office Box 104

~ 1501 Alcoa Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 553.4545

Appendix - Program Standards

Alcoa has included the following informa-
tion in this booklet for those who are
looking for standards and/or guidelines
for their program.

The National organizations involved in
the development of these standards are:
The Association of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consultants on
Alcoho►ism; National Council on
Alcoholism; and Occupational Program
Consultants Association; two federal
agencies the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, the U.S.
Office of Personnel Management; and
the AFL-CIO and other segments of
organized labor.

Additional copies of these program
standards are available from:

ALMACA
Suite 907, 1800 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA 22209

National Council on Alcoholism
733 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017



1. Policy and Procedure

1.1 Policy Statement

An organization shall adopt a written
policy statement on alcoholism and other
problems covered by the EAP. This will
be signed by the chief executive and
union head where appropriate, and will
reflect management and labor attitudes
and agreements as to the Program's ob-
jectives. The policy should state that
alcoholism is a disease responsive to
treatment and rehabilitation and specify-
ing the responsibilities of management,
union representatives, and employees as
they relate to the Program. The EAP need
not in any way alter managements
responsibility or authority or union
prerogatives. Participation in the EAP will
not affect future employment or career
advancement, nor will participation pra
tect the employee from disciplinary
action for continued substandard job per-
formance or rule infractions.

1.2 Confidentiality

Written rules will be established specify-
ing how records are to be maintained, for
what length of time, who will have ac-
cess to them, which information will be
released to whom, and under what condi-
tions, and what use, if any, can be made
of records for purposes of research,
evaluation and reports. Client records
maintained by an EAP should never
become part of an employee's personnel
file. Adherence to Federal regulations on
the confidentiality of alcohol and drug
abuse records (42 CFR Part 2) is required
of Programs even indirectly receiving
Federal funds.

1.3 Procedures for individuals referred
by management andlor union
representatives

Each EAP will prepare written procedures
for action initiated by management
and/or union representatives. This will
provide for assessment by EAP staff,
evaluation by professionals, referral for
treatment, feedback to and from the
referral source and follow-up. For
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alcoholism cases there should be a
follow-up at least monthly for a minimum
of one year.

1.4 Procedures for voluntary use of the
Program by employees/family
members

Procedures for individuals who refer
themselves will provide for assessment
by EAP staff, evaluation by professionals,
referrals for treatment and follow-up. The
Program will initiate no contact with
management concerning individuals who
refer themselves, consistent with con-
fidentiality regulations.

2. Administrative Functions

2.1 Organizational position of the EAP

Operation of or responsibility for the EAP
should be positioned at an organizational
level high enough to insure the involve-
ment of senior management andlor union
leadership in sustaining the Program.

22 Physical Location of the EAP

The physical location of the EAP should
facilitate easy access while insuring
confidentiality.

2.3 Record-keeping system

Each EAP will have arecord-keeping
system carefully designed to protect the
identity of the client, while facilitating
case management and follow-up and
providing ready access to statistical
information.

2,4 Relation of the EAP to medical and
disability benefit plans

There should be a review of medical and
disability benefits to insure that plans
adequately cover appropriate diagnosis
and treatment for alcohol, drug, and men-

tal health problems. Where feasible,
coverage should include outpatient and

day treatment care. The EAP staff should

be familiar with provisions of the medical
and disability benefit plans so they can
advise clients clearly as to the extent,
nature and cost of the recommended
treatment and reimbursement available.

2.5 Malpracticelliability insurance

The organization should conduct a legal
review of ail aspects of the Program. The
purpose is to ensure that there should be
adequate protection for all EAP staff and

the Organization against possible
malpractice/liability claims.

2.6 Glualifications of EAP Staff

The EAP staff should combine two
primary qualifications:

1. Appropriate managerial and ad-
ministrative experience.

2. Skills in identifying problems, inter-
viewing, motivating, referring
clients, and, where appropriate, in
counseling or related fields. Ex-
perience and expertise in dealing
with alcohol related problems are
essential.



3. Education and Training

3.1 Communicating EAP services to
employees and their families

It is important that employees and their
families are informed about the organiza-
tion's EAP and the services it offers and
are continually updated by various educa-
tional techniques on its existence and
availability. Information about the EAP
should be made available to all new
employees and their families.

32 Employee Education

An organization should have a major
commitment to ongoing education about
alcohol use and alcoholism. Additional
efforts should be made to educate
employees about other recognized
problem areas.

3.3 Orientation of management and
union representatives

Management and union representatives
should be thoroughly informed about
their key role in utilizing the EAP ser-
vices. Orientation for management and
union representatives should be updated
regularly.

4. Resources

4.1 Resource file on providers of
assistance

Each EAP should maintain current infor-
mation about alcoholism treatment ser-
vices and other resources. These include
Alcoholics Anonymous, AI-Anon, Alateen,
and other self-help groups, appropriate
health care, community services and

~ other professionals.
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5. Evaluation

5.1 Program review and evaluation

There should be a periodic review of the
Program to provide an objective evalua-
tion of operation and performance.

5.2 Staff performance evaluation

There should be an annual evaluation
review of EAP staff performance.


